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Why we do our own product generation?

The VIIRS operational fire product:

• Is based on M13, which detects fewer gas flares than M10 at night.

• Part of the reason for this is that gas flares generally burn hotter than 
biomass. The peak radiant emission is shifted to shorter wavelengths.

• Only produced for land areas. Misses offshore flaring.

The VIIRS operational cloud product:

• Detects gas flares as clouds.  Spectral confusion!  

• Overdetects clouds for our purpose of making global cloud-free 
composites.



Multispectral SWIR detector

• The M7,8,10,11 spectral bands are well placed to record the 
peak radiant emissions from flares.  

• During daylight hours the signal is overwhelmed by sunlight.  
• At night combustion sources stand out clearly against the noise 

background.
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VIIRS data is available from March 2012 – present.
Nine channels of data are collected at night.
VIIRS M-band spatial resolution is 742m at nadir.
Nighttime collection of channel 11 is expected to start in 2017 

VIIRS Nightfire (VNF): 
A global fire product created from nighttime multispectral satellite data



Combustion sources Basra, Iraq at night
At night the VIIRS collects data in three daytime imaging bands: 
M7, M8, and M10. The nighttime M10 data have an remarkable 
ability to detect combustion sources!

M13  “The Fire Band” M10



Single M10 / M11 band IR source detection

• Spectral channel M10 (and M11) is the most informative for 
combustion source detection using VIIRS data. 
• Signal above the noise level threshold THR = mean(M10) + 6 std(M10) 

is reported as a possible IR source. 
• Geometrical correction for bowtie effect is needed at the edges of the 

VIIRS instrument swath to avoid multiple detections of the same 
ground source.



Gas flares in Persian Gulf detected 
at night using M10 signal

Image from Google Earth with data coverage 
and the IR source detections 

Raw image from VIIRS M10 band with 
the same IR source detections 



VIIRS pixel geometry
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Figure 2.2-8: Triangular Response Function from the Effective Time Weighting6 

 

Figure 2.2-9: Series of Triangular Weighted Pixels (see Footnote 6) 

                                            
6 Note as discussed in the text, the VIIRS resonse is trapezoidal vs. triangular. 
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Figure 2.2-10: 75% of Signal is Collected from Nominal Pixel  (see Footnote 6) 

2.2.1.2. Location of Pixel 
The location of a pixel is associated with the center of the spatial response function for 
an ideal moderate resolution band detector. From Figure 2.2-9 it can be seen that the 
peak of the response function corresponds to the location of the detector trailing edge at 
the end of the sampling interval. Each frame of VIIRS data contains all of the 
observations from all of the bands corresponding to sixteen moderate resolution band 
ground locations along-track. There are thus sixteen pixels associated with each data 
frame.  

The effective pixel center must be adjusted to account for along-scan aggregation. In 
the three-sample aggregation region the center of the pixel is associated with the 
location of the middle of the three aggregated samples. In the two-sample aggregation 
region the pixel location is associated with the average of the two aggregated sample 
locations. 

2.2.2. Scan Geometry 
The second characteristic of the VIIRS instrument of particular importance for Earth 
location is the behavior of the cross-track RTA. For the nominal scan rate (see Figure 
2.2-2), the RTA sweeps out a 112.13° Earth field of view in each scan, effectively 
moving the instrument's sixteen pixels over a swath of the Earth approximately 11.9 km 
wide at nadir. This scan width increases to 25.9 km at the end of scan due to the 
panoramic "bow tie" effect (Figure 2.2-11). This effect leads to scan-to-scan overlap at 
scan angles greater than approximately 19 degrees (Figure 2.2-12). On the other hand, 
the scan gap at nadir is nominally zero.  

 

 

259 m

129.5 m

75 %
12.5 % 12.5 %

• The VIIRS M-band  pixel size at nadir is 742 m along-track by 
259 m across-track . 

• Because of  the  scanning mode of VIIRS the response is 
triangular across 0.5 km with maximum response in the center 
of the pixel. 

• As a result, fires can be expected to be detected by one or two 
adjacent pixels.



Local maximum as IR source location
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Figure 2.2-13: VIIRS "Bow-tie Deletion"7 

2.3. RETRIEVAL STRATEGY 

The support data accompanying the imagery will be used to compute Earth location 
information for each VIIRS pixel. The core of this procedure uses models of the VIIRS 
sensor and NPOESS spacecraft to construct line-of-sight vectors. The timing 
information associated with these vectors is then used to intersect them with the terrain 
surface of the rotating Earth. The geodetic position of this terrain intersection point or 
the earth ellipsoid point is stored in the VIIRS product geolocation fields. The terrain 
intersection procedure is described in Section 3.3.2.2.2. 

Georetrieval begins with assembling the S/C auxiliary and instrument engineering data 
that are required.  These data include time-tagged S/C position, velocity, and attitude, 
scan start times, and RTA and HAM encoder data (encoder start values and encoder 
timestamps).   S/C attitude may be converted from quaternion to Euler error angles (i.e. 
roll, pitch, and yaw error) or may be used directly.  Band type specific geolocation then 
proceeds on a frame-by-frame basis.  The steps in the process are as follows: 

1. Determine frame time 

2. Interpolate S/C position to the frame time using S/C velocity reports 

3. Determine scan angle at frame time using interpolated RTA and HAM encoder 
data 

4. Determine each pixels line of sight by transforming from FPA coordinates to 
instrument coordinates 

5. Convert each pixel’s line of sight to S/C coordinates using a transformation 
matrix that reflects actual instrument mounting  (nominally the instrument 
coordinates will be co-aligned with the S/C coordinates) 

6. Determine roll, pitch, and yaw from S/C attitude data at the frame time 

                                            
7
 Red-filled pxels are not sent to the ground. 

VIIRS scan geometry and inter-scan overlap 
(bow-tie) removal
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Figure 2.2-11: Panoramic Bow Tie Effect 

A feature of the VIIRS flight software that trims the ‘M’ band and ‘I’ band data in the 
along-track direction as a function of along-scan aggregation zone will be enabled.  This 
will result in some of the samples in the overlap area to be excluded from the data that 
are delivered to the ground.  The VIIRS Command, Telemetry, Science and Engineering 
Data Description [EDD154640-101] describes this “bow-tie deletion” feature, which is 
illustrated in Figure 2.2-13. 

The RTA (and HAM) along-scan motion is measured and down-linked in the instrument 
data stream. These measurements are explicitly used by the Earth location algorithm to 
determine the instrument pointing.   RTA and HAM motion linearity is not assumed. 



M10 detector corrected for 
bow-tie overlap

Total 316 detections without 
bow-tie correction

Total 290 detections after 
bow-tie correction applied



Multispectral IR source detector

Two reasons to use multiple bands for IR source detection:
• Possibility to analyze combustion source spectra and to measure its 

temperature and size (power, volume of burned material…)
• Apply sophisticated noise reduction
Disadvantage of multiple-band detection:
• It is less sensitive



MWIR spectral bands is based on pixel departures from  the background diagonal.  
This analysis is performed on individual suborbits.



M10 vs M8 detections:
forest fire in Siberia

M10 detections
Red – M10 & M8
Blue – M10 only

M8 detections
Red – value above 
global threshold



M13 vs M8 detections:
forest fire in Siberia

M10 detections
Red – M10 & M13
Blue – M10 only

M13 detections
Red – value above 
local threshold



M10 vs DNB detections:
forest fire in Siberia

M-band and DNB images are in different projections
M10 detection is confrimed by DNB signal, if there exist
a local maximum in DNB band near the local maximum in M10  



Noise in South-Atlantic anomaly



After multi-band noise removal



Fitting Planck curve to observations

Planck black body radiation curve can be fitted to the observed radiation values for 
spectral bands with data above the noise threshold.

When fitting, we simultaneously optimize 2 parameters:
• Radiation temperature T
• Emissivity scaling factor ε

Emissivity factor is used to determine IR source footprint and luminosity (heat flux)



Dual-Curve 
Fitting Method



The flare Radiant Heat per Unit Area (watts/m2) is calculated using the Stephan-Boltzmann equation:

Calculating radiant heat, used for estimating flare volumes, from the VIIRS data

‹#›

Source: NOAA/GGFR

The flare Temperature (deg K) is calculated using Wein’s Displacement Law

Total Radiant Heat  (watts) from the flare is then:

The flare Surface Area  (m2) is estimated as the ratio of the height (h) of the observed Planck curve 
and the height of the curve that would result from a flare that fills the entire area of detector 
footprint:

x flare area

T = b/ʎpeak

ho

hd
Flare area = ho / hd x detector footprint area

Observed

Flare filling 
detector 
footprint

b =  Constant

=  Wavelength at Planck curve peakT = b/ʎmax
=  Flare emissivity (assumed constant)
=  Stefan-Boltzmann constant



KML combustion source map legend

• The placemarks are color coded by temperature:
purple T<1000
blue 1000<T<1200
green 1200<T<1400
yellow 1400<T<1600
red T>1600

• The placemark size depends on logarithm of total radiance
large, if LOG10(totalradiance) > 2
medium, if LOG10(totalradiance) 1 to 2
small otherwise



Gas flares and bush fires in Africa2013-01-01



Gas flare in Siberia (Khanti-Mansijsk)



Bimodal Temperature Distribution



Scattergram of the temperature versus source area for VNF pixels from January 2018. 
Overlaid are the detection limit lines for the VNF spectral bands and the DNB.



Global Mapping of Gas Flares

• The extended records of local maxima detections are composited into a 
global 15 arc second grid:
• Number of detections (n)
• Percent frequency of detection (pct)
• Average temperature (K)

• Filtering to remove fires (biomass burning), volcanoes and non-flaring 
industrial sites:
• Remove sites with n < 3.
• Remove sites with K < 1500.

• Manual editing to clean out residual fires.
• Watershed to identify separable features and mark centroid locations: 10 

000 flares worldwide



Gridded VNF Detections in North Dakota
Temperature > 1300K, Ndetect > 3



Ellipsoid model for flare 3D shape

View from satellite

Source area projection
S(SATZ)

Flare tip

Flare ellipsoid
shape model

a axis

b axis

SATZ satellite
zenith angle

Ellipsoid shape factor ro = a / b

Nadir projection
Snadir = pi * b ^ 2

Side view projection 
Sside = pi * a * b

Side view and oblique projection ratio 

S(SATZ) / Sside = sqrt((1 + ro^2 + 
(1 - ro^2) * cosd(2 * SATZ))/2)



Flare Shapes: Heat vs View Angle

Satellite zenith angle
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Calibration
Sum of flare “radiant heat “ RH’ = T4 x SD (no clouds) in 
proportion to the percent of detections (PCT). Here D is 
nonlinear correction factor, S is surface area.

Flared volume is given by the Regression Through the Origin 
(RTO) relating the CEDIGAZ reported country level BCM and 
RH’ 

Flared Volume = Slope × RH’. 

The 95 % confidence interval for the RTO slope are

Slope = 0.0294 ± 0.0017

For RTO the prediction interval varies in a narrow range 3 -
3.5 BCM for the full range of the observed RH’ from 0 to 
700.
CEDIGAZ, http://www.cedigaz.org/
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Tulsa flare experiment setup

Natural Gas
Supply

Volume
Tank

Fuel pressure,
temperature and
flow rate meter

Flare tip
Near field multipoint 
photo, video
radiometer and 
spectrometer

Sky view visible 
and infrared 
cameras

Ambient pressure,
temperature and

wind meter

VIIRS satellite



Near field ASD spectroradiometer
0.4 – 2.5 um SWIR spectral range

200’ from
flare to 
reflector



Large flare 01/12/2018 07:12 UTC 

Flowrate 77766.9 lb/hour ~ 0.43 BCM/year
Satellite zenith angle 66.76 deg (side view)



Flare axes ratio by VIIRS = 3:1
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Near-field flare shapes (from video camera)

Large, 75K flow rate Medium, 7.5K flow rate Small, 0.75K flow rate

Shape 96’ : 30’
Ratio 3.2

Shape 27’ : 10’
Ratio 2.7

Shape 18’ : 8’
Ratio 2.25



Regression throw the origin :
Flow rate = 0.002 * RH (shape corrected)
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2018-01-12 T(ASD) = 1695 K, Emissivity =  3e-06
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‹#›

Global distribution of estimated gas flaring in 2017

Source: NOAA/GGFR



‹#›

Satellite estimated gas flare volume - Top 30 flaring countries (2013-17)

Source: NOAA/GGFR

Azerbaijan ranked 49th in 2017

2017 data are preliminary
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‹#›

Change in flare volume between 2016 and 2017 and estimated change based on oil production change 
20 countries with largest reduction in flaring

Source: BP/EIA/NOAA/GGFR



Syria, site #271
Lat=34.911244 Lon=43.432322 deg.

Temp. K

M10 
Radiance

DNB
Radiance

DNB
Spike Index



Iraq and Syria Oil Production, Fields, and Daesh Control, March 2016



Estimates 2014-2016 assuming venting with 95% confidence interval



Where AI can help to solve the Big Data 
problem?
• Noise filters in  SWIR bands instead of N sigmas thresholds
• Clustering of pixel detections in space and time
• Classification of IR sources upstream – downstream – industrial 

based on high-resolution day time images
• Geotags from web documents (natural language processing)


